
Parents, 

This is an introduction to Accelerated Reader, and hopefully this will answer many of your 
questions.   

Before entering the AR program, all students take the STAR test.  This is a reading assessment 
created by Renaissance Learning, which is the parent company of AR Reading and Math.  This is 
the summary report from a Burton Hill fourth grader’s test: 

GP            GE       PR        IRL            ZPD 

4.06        4.8       68        4.3           3.3-5.2 

GP =Grade placement, the point in the school year at which the test was taken. 

GE = Grade equivalent (GE) is a norm-referenced score that represents how a student’s test 
performance compares with other students nationally.  

PR = Percentile rank (PR) is a norm-referenced score that provides a measure of a student’s 
reading ability compared to other students in the same grade nationally. 

IRL = Instructional reading level; score that indicates the highest reading level at which a 
student is at least 80 percent proficient at recognizing words and understanding material with 
instructional assistance. 

ZPD = Zone of proximal development (ZPD) is a range of readability levels from which a student 
should select books to read. It is a range that is neither too hard nor too easy, within which 
students can experience optimal growth. 

All definitions were obtained from the STAR Reading Score Definitions reports. 

Once a student has completed the STAR test, the teacher uses the GE, IRL or ZPD scores to 
determine the level at which he or she should be reading.  AR books in our library are labeled 
according to this chart: 

 



Each book is also assigned a point level.  The points are based on the number of words in the 
book.  For example, most picture and nonfiction books are .5 point.   Longer chapter books such 
as the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series are four points.   
Once teachers have determined dot and point levels, they assign each student goals.  Because 
reading levels vary so much, each child will have an individual goal.  A typical goal for a six-week 
period might be three chapter and two nonfiction books on green and orange dots.  To count 
toward the goal, the student must make an 80% or above on each test.  When the goal is met, 
the student qualifies to attend the party that is held the weeks after the six weeks period 
ends.  A new goal will then be assigned.  

Students may take tests on books they own or have checked out from the public library.  Go to 
AR BookFinder,http://www.arbookfind.com/UserType.aspx , type in the title, and you’ll find 
the level, points, and quiz number for your book.   

If you are interested in tracking your child’s progress on AR, there is a site called Renaissance 
Home Connect, located athttps://hosted3.renlearn.com/227565/HomeConnect/ .  Enter your 
child’s AR username and password (I can provide this), and it will open to a screen that shows 
the most recent test, a tab to sign up for e-mail alerts, and a tab that will show the information 
in Spanish.  If you click on Bookshelf, you’ll see every test your child has taken since he or she 
started AR in FWISD. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to e-mail me at laurie.stillwell@fwisd.org or 
call the library directly at 817.815.1492.  I am easiest to reach from 7:30 – 8:00 or 3:00 – 3:30. 

Thanks, 

Laurie Stillwell, Librarian 

Burton Hill Elementary 

 


